We consider the intersection of the subgroups of finite index in some finitely presented non-Hopfian groups.
Now since K is a normal subgroup, x kx e K. Hence, we need only show that if x e S, x~~ sx may be expressed as a product of elements s , s~ , k^ where .s^ 6 S, k^. e K.
We first consider s = a . Note a a" = a. Hence,
so that «"" a ^ = a mod K and da d~ -a mod K. Also 6a & = n n n n n (b~\ a~l)a . However, [(b~\ a~l)c la""1 = 1, so that (b~\ a_1)= c~ l n n n n n n mod K, so that ba b~ -c~ a mod K. Similarly, b~ a b = c a mod K. If b > 1 is odd, a" ^ 1 in G/L so that we can find a finite quotient of G/L (and hence of G) in which a" / 1. Hence, if <* is odd, a1 </ N in G.
Moreover, if t is even, t ^ 0, t = 2qf, f odd, then a' 4 N, for as can be checked from the defining relations of G, the order of a in every finite quotient of G is odd so that a1 e N would imply a' e N.
For the group (III), if C is the normal subgroup generated by c, we see 
